
ASSETTO CORSA COMPETIZIONE – CAR SETUP 
 

 

1. Run with default aggressive setup 
 

Use the default aggressive setup and set the tires pressure to 27.5 psi at the front 

and 27.5 psi at the rear and adjust the camber to have from 6° to 8° difference 

between the inner and outer of the tires. When tire pressures are set up properly, 
the middle temperature will be right between the inside and outside temperatures. 
 
While you’re setting the tire pressures, you can set the ABS at 6. This will help 
overheating or create flat spots on the tires if you’re doing driving mistakes. For 
example if the damage level is set to 100%, you can create flat spots on the tires 
if they block during braking and if you’ve also active the limited sets of tires, then 
you don’t want that to happen. 
 
You have to perform at least 3 laps to get a stable pressure on the tires. Also the 
Pirelli slick tires will have maximum grip during the first 3-4 laps, and then they will 
have a sudden drop in grip and then they will stabilize and wear gradually and 
slowly. 
 
You also have to keep the same tires set during this whole process, so you can 
track the wear for each tire. 
 

RST cannot be used to help to set the tire pressures and cambers, but we can check 

the values on the setup screen after our run. 

 

 

 

2. Fill the car data in RST (part 1) 
 

a. Search for Wheelbase and Front Track on Internet (Wikipedia). These 

technical data can be difficult to find for some cars and you can use 2.6 for the 

Wheelbase and 1.6 for the Front Track as a good approximation for GT3 cars. 

b. Set Front Tire Diameter to 690 and Rear Tire Diameter to 700 initially 

c. Make some laps and check the Wheel Slip % on a straight (Differential -> 

Wheel Slip%). Adjust the front and rear tires diameter until the values are as 

close as possible to 0. 

d. Fill the Spring Rates with the values shown in the car setup screen 

e. For the front ARB, use this formula: 120N/mm / (Total # possible values) * 

selected value 

f. For the rear ARB, use this formula: 100N/mm / (Total # possible values) * 

selected value 

g. To set the Static Height, change the graphic mode to “time” and set the 

position to where you are in the pits. Go to the damper Speeds chart and take 

the front and rear travel height values displayed on the right. 

h. Leave the Transition Speeds and IR values to the default values 

 

 

3. Setting the IRs in the car data (part 2) 
 



GT3 cars typically have a roll gradient between 0.3 – 0.6 / G (ideally 0.35 - 0.4), with a 

bit lower pitch gradient 

 

Check that the amount of variation/deviation is correct using the following figures 

 

 
 

 
 



 
 

Check that the pitch angle at 0G roughly match the set rake angle. 

 

 Pitch Angle = (Rear Travel – Front Travel) / Wheelbase * (180 / Pi) 

 

Example: Pitch Angle = (21mm – 13mm) / 2700mm * (180 / 3.14) = 0.17° 

 

On the Pitch Gradient chart the pitch angle at 0G must correspond to the computed 

value. 

 

Adjust the IRs taking the following steps (in the specific order): 

 

1. Adjust the front IR until the variation in roll gradient matches the reference 

image and the roll gradient value makes sense for a GT3 car. 

2. Adjust the rear IR until the variation in pitch gradient matches the reference 

image and the pitch angle at 0G matches the one calculated. 

 

The car data are now set, but each time we change we modify the springs, dampers 

or ARB setups, we have to update the Spring Rates, ARB Rates and Static Heights.  

 

 

4. Tuning the car chassis 
 

According to the Pareto Principle you can achieve 80% of your goals with 20% 
effort. The same is true for car setup tuning. 
There are a few key components that have by far the most effect on car behavior 
and once you got those Tuning Essentials right, anything else is just fine tuning. 

 

 

1. Brake discs and ducts setup 

 

2. Brake bias setup 

 

3. ARB / springs setup 

 



4. Dampers setup 

 

5. Aero setup (Ride height, Rake, Downforce) 

 

6. Differential setup 

 

 

Notes: 

 

During the whole process the tire pressures and cambers must be always re-

adjusted. 

 

When we check the charts and histograms, it’s always better to analyze at least three 

or four relevant laps. 

 

 

4.1. Brake discs and ducts setup 
 

There are 4 different brake pads available to choose from, each with its own 

characteristics and different combinations of brake pads front and rear are 

permitted. 

 

Pad 1: Very aggressive friction coefficient, max braking performance, 

aggressive disc and pad wear. Pedal modulation can be tricky if out of 

temperature or as it wears down. Use in hotlap and qualifying sessions, sprint 

races and can withstand 3 hours races. Risky and dangerous to use over 3 or 

4 hours because the pads will wear down, overheat and lose linearity in brake 

pedal feel. 

 

Pad 2: Very Good friction coefficient, very good braking performance, good 

disc and pad wear. Pedal modulation almost always good and linear, good 

feedback while overheating and gradual wear. Perfect for endurance racing, 

but can also be used in hotlap, qualifying sessions as well as sprint races as 

what it loses in performance, regains in braking modulation and predictability. 

The default choice for long endurance races, easily makes 12 hours and can 

make 24 hours race too with a bit of care. Will also overheat and lose linearity 

in brake pedal feel when worn out, but in a more predictable way and after 

much longer stints. Because of the lower friction, you could possibly use 

smaller brake ducts. 

 

Pad 3: Moderate friction coefficient, braking zones can be longer in dry, very 

moderate disc and pad wear. Excellent pedal modulation also in cold ambient 

conditions, very linear pedal feedback. Excellent choice for wet conditions and 

very long endurance races. Very predictable and easy to modulate brake pad. 

Because of the lower friction, you should use smaller brake ducts. 

 

Pad 4: extreme aggressive fiction coefficient. Max braking performance, 

extremely aggressive disc and pad wear, bad cold performance. This is a 

sprint race pad that can last about an hour but will show worse pedal feel, 

worse performance and overheating towards the end of the one hour stint. 

Those kinds of pads are not used in endurance racing, but included for 

demonstration purposes.  

 



Then adjust the brake ducts values as low as possible preventing brake 

overheat. Look at the Brake Temp Balance chart. It should show a curve 

staying around 50. 

 

 

4.2. Brake bias setup 
 

To set the brake bias, we look at the Differential chart in the Handling tab. 
We look at the front and rear Wheel slip % during braking. If the values are 
higher at the front, we decrease the front brake bias and if the values are 
higher at the rear, we increase the front brake bias. 
 
We can also look at the Front and Rear Wheel Slip % charts. If the curve is 
suddenly increasing a lot, it means that the tire is locking and we have to 
reduce the braking on that side of the car. 

 
4.3. ARB / springs setup 

 

The goal of this section is to make the car have the maximal mechanical grip 

and to set it to be neutral or very slightly oversteering. We don’t want to have 

the car oversteer or understeer too much. 

 

On the Pitch and Roll Gradient charts you can see if the roll gradient is in the 

correct range and adjust the suspension accordingly using the table below. 

 

 
 
ARBs should be your main tool to adjust the RG because unlike springs, they 

won't affect the car's straight-line performance and since they're acting as 

parallel springs, they're much more effective at it. 

 

On the Wheel Loads chart, take the middle of a mid to slow corner, where 

there is steady state condition (springs and ARB constant and damper forces 

close to 0) and compare the total wheel loads of the front and rear outside 

corners (positive wheel loads). Those values should be about identical to have 

a neutral car handling. If there is more load at the front, the car will oversteer 

more and if there is more rear load, the car will understeer more. 

 

To know if you should modify the ARB or the springs, 75% of the lateral 

stiffness should come from the springs and 25% from the antiroll bars. 

 

If it is difficult to find a steady state condition in a turn, you can release the 

brakes and throttle pedals to simply coast in the middle of the turn. Then in 

RST you put the cursor in the turn you want to analyze and at the position 

where brake and throttle traces are at 0. 

 

Another way to fine tune the ARB and springs setup is to release the brakes 

while turn-in into a mid to slow corner and see how the car behaves. We want 



the car to be neutral or ideally to oversteer very slightly, that is the front of the 

car wants to turn slightly more towards the inside of the turn.  

 

Usually you would use trail braking during the turn-in phase and keep a very 

small amount of braking up to the apex, but instead of trail braking up to the 

apex, you suddenly release completely the brakes and see how the car 

behaves. A little remark about this: in the turn-in phase, you have to release 

the brakes progressively, because some of the grip of the tires will be used for 

turn-in. Trail braking is used to keep the weight at the front to help the car to 

turn, but if you’re braking too much, the tires won’t have enough grip to turn 

and the car will understeer a lot. If that’s too difficult for you to control the 

amount of braking during the turn-in, it is better to completely release the 

brakes for the second part of the turn-in. As we have seen above, if the car 

handling is good, this will help you to turn better and so to avoid the 

understeer happening when you were braking too much on corner entry.      

 
4.4. Dampers setup 

 

Adjust the dampers using the Damper Histogram and FFT chart 

 

Now that our springs are balanced, we can start adjusting our dampers with 

the help of the damper histograms to balance the car during transient 

maneuvers (turn in + corner exit). 

 

We will first solely focus on low-speed damping, because that’s where our 

suspension will spend most of the time over a lap. 

 

Under the premise that our stiffness distribution (springs + ARBs) is 
balanced, our damper histograms should look roughly the same for all four 
corners. 
The middle % at the rear should be one or two percent lower than the front 
only. The histograms must have a shape as shown on the images below. 
Not too much rounded and flat. 
 
The left (rebound) and right (bump) sides of the histogram should look the 
same. While it’s generally recommended to aim for symmetrical damper 
histograms, a slight bump or rebound bias can positively affect the 
vehicle’s performance in transient (this will appear as a little higher bars 
and a little lower absolute value on the rebound side). 
 
Then we can adjust the fast dampers. For the left (rebound) side, the more 
we go on the left the lower the bars must me. If it is not the case, then the 
fast rebound damper must be stiffer. For the right (bump) side, the more 
we go on the right the lower the bars must be. If it is not the case, then the 
fast bump damper must be stiffer. If the bars are ok, we can try to soften 
the fast dampers to see if the car is faster. 
   

 



 
 

 
 



 
 

(explain how to use the FFT) 

 

 

4.5. Aero setup (Ride height, Rake, Downforce) 
 

We have now achieved a balanced suspension setup and we can start 

improving our aero balance and efficiency. 

 

The optimal location to analyze aero data is right at the end of the fastest 
straight of the track where max top speed is reached (normally the start-
finish straight). 
 
There are basically three goals we want to achieve with our aero setup: 

1) Maximize downforce, preferably without increasing drag by more 
aggressive wing settings 

2) Minimize drag by reducing the frontal area (lowest possible ride 
height and 0 rake at high speed) 

3) Moe the center of pressure (CoP) into the right place (balanced 
aero) 

 
As a rule of thumb, the CoP should be located 5 – 10% further to the rear 
than the car’s longitudinal weight distribution. Since our car has 55% rear 
weight distribution, the CoP should be at 60 – 65% to the rear. 
 
The usual process is normally the following: 
 
We’ll start by lowering front ride height as much as possible without 
bottoming out. 
 
After this step we could typically notice that we could increase front 
downforce and that CoP shifted forward, causing oversteers in fast 
corners. And we could also notice that the drag was not reduced through 
the lack of increased top speed. 
 



The next logical step seems to be lowering rear ride height to minimize the 
frontal area and shift the CoP back into the desired range. 
 
At some point we could reduce drag (increased top speed) and move the 
Cop back to a better position. 
 
If the car still oversteers or understeers we can reduce/increase the 
front/rear wings to balance the car. If for example we could increase the 
front downforce, but the car understeers, then we can lower the front wing. 
 
 
But in Assetto Corsa Competizione, we cannot use that process, because 
we have no rake data. So we will proceed this way:    
 
Adjust the ride height front/rear balance until the CoP is around 65% at the 
end of the straight with the highest speed. 
 
Adjust the ride height up/down at the front and rear to maximize the 
downforce at the end of the straight with the highest speed. Usually 
changing the ride height by 1mm at the front will have a bigger impact than 
changing the ride height by 1mm at the rear. So you have to check the 
front aero variation value at the bottom of the screen to keep the same 
value once you’ve found a good balance between the front and the rear. 
You can also verify in RST that the Cop remained at about 65%. When we 
reduce the ride height we will normally increase downforce without adding 
drag. At some point the car may touch the ground too often and the overall 
performance will be worse. And sometime the performances of the car will 
be worse when we lower the ride height. 
 
If we could increase the downforce, we can then try to reduce the wings to 
see if we can improve our lap time. 
 
Our goal is to increase downforce with drag and thus increase our top 
speed. 
 

 

4.6. Differential setup 
 

In Assetto Corsa Competizione, we can only setup the preload differential, 
that is the force at which point the differential will start allowing slip. 
 
Look at the Wheel Diff trace in Handling – Differential to see how much the 
inside tire rotates compared to the outside one. When the line is at 0, it 
means that the differential is locked. Mid corner in a tight turn, this value 
will move away from 0 if the is differential unlocking. 
 
But this can better be analyzed if you look at the Track Diff Locking trace to 
see where there is differential unlocking. Yellow 5% means that there is 
5% unlocking, meaning that the inside tire has a 5% different speed from 
the outside tire. 
 
We can see that the tight turns are where we have more unlocking (more 
yellow-orange).  



 
We have to set the differential so that we have unlocking in tight turns, but 
a more constant color in high speed turns, because if the differential is 
unlocking in those high speed turns, we’ll have more power on understeer. 
 
If the color is grey when getting on the throttle out of tight corners, it means 
that we have too much oversteer and differential locking, so we want to 
reduce the preload. 
 
If you find this too much difficult, you can try different preload values 
(increasing/decreasing the preload by 20) and see if your lap time 
improved. 

 
 

5. Bumpstops 
 

Yellow line: 
 
Suspension movement. Obviously the car is stopped at the box so no movement 
but this is where your suspension "sits". While driving, imagine the suspension 
line moving up and down. Up when the suspension goes into compression, down 
when it extends. 
 
Red line: 
  
Bumpstop (up) point. By changing the "bumpstop range" value (which we should 
better name it bumpstop gap), you modify the space between the suspension 
"free" travel (only springs) and when it touches or presses the bumpstop. The 
closer the red line goes to the yellow line, the sooner the suspension will start 
compressing the bumpstop and this raising stiffness and controlling the 
suspension compression movement. 
 
Green line: 
 
Just the end of suspension travel in extension. Not in scale, safely ignore. 
 

  
 
 
Small reminder; As you know by now, cars that have important aerodynamic 
features as splitters and diffuser, are quite pitch sensitive. That means that when 
you brake the car pitches forward, making the front splitter going closer to the 
ground and the rear diffuser going further up from the ground. The effect of that is 
that the aero balance moves heavily towards the front of the car. If this pitch 
movement is not constrained, the car can become very unstable especially under 
trailbraking turn in. 
 
How to setup the car? 



 
Rule of thumb (but as always your mileage may vary, it's all a compromise). 
The more stability you need under turn in, the more you need the front suspension 
to touch the bumpstop when pitching forward. So to make the car more stable, 
you need to lower the "bumpstop range" value so that the redline goes closer to 
the yellow or even touches it. Obviously if you need more turn in, then you go the 
other way around. You can also modify the stiffness of the bumpstop by 
increasing or decreasing the "bumpstop rate". Later on you it will be also possible 
to change the linearity. (note: rear wing can stabilize this effect too making it more 
mild and permitting a suspension with more gap until the bumpstop (or softer 
bumpstops). 
 
Generally you want less bumpstop work at the rear, so that the rear end absorbs 
kerbs and bumps and gives traction. Still, if the circuit permits it and driving style 
can handle it, you can do similar setup to the rear. Making the suspension 
touching the rear bumpstop sooner, you raise the stiffness and also limit the squat 
of the rear end, preventing the aero balance of shifting too much to the rear and 
limiting power on understeer. 

 
6. Traction Control 

 
You should use the lowest TC that you can drive with. And you’ll obviously 
increase it for wet races. Try different values and use the one allowing you to 
have the fastest lap times. Ideally, you’ll try to be as smooth as possible 
accelerating out of corners in order to decrease the traction control as much as 
possible. 

 
7. ABS 

 
You should use the lowest ABS value allowing you to brake without locking the 
tires and without having the ABS being activated too much. Try different values 
and use the one allowing you to have the fastest lap times. 

 
8. ECU Maps 

 
8.1. Aston Martin Vantage V12 GT3 8 levels 
 

 1-4 dry maps. 

 1 fastest high fuel consumption 

 2 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption, aggressive throttle map 

 3 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption progressive throttle map 

 4 slowest, less fuel consumption, progressive throttle map 
 

 5-7 wet maps 

 5 similar to dry 2&3 map, normal fuel consumption with slightly 
progressive throttle map 

 6 a bit slower, less fuel consumption and progressive wet throttle map 

 7 identical to 6 with more progressive throttle map 
 



 8 Pace car very slow map and low consumption for Pace Car situations 
 
 
 

8.2. Aston Martin Vantage V8 GT3 (EVO) 8 levels 
 

 1-4 dry maps. 

 1 fastest high fuel consumption 

 2 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption, aggressive throttle map 

 3 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption progressive throttle map 

 4 slowest, less fuel consumption, progressive throttle map 
 

 5-7 wet maps 

 5 similar to dry 2&3 map, normal fuel consumption with slightly 
progressive throttle map 

 6 a bit slower, less fuel consumption and progressive wet throttle map 

 7 identical to 6 with more progressive throttle map 
 

 8 Pace car very slow map and low consumption for Pace Car situations 
 
 

 

8.3. Audi R8 GT3 & Audi R8 GT3 EVO 8 levels 
 

 1-4 dry maps. 

 1 fastest high fuel consumption 

 2&3 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption 2 different throttle maps 

 4 slowest, less fuel consumption, same throttle map as level 3 
 

 5-7 wet maps 

 5 fast map, normal fuel consumption with slightly wet throttle map 

 6&7 a bit slower map with less fuel consumption and 2 different wet 
throttle maps 
 

 8 Pace Car very slow map and low consumption for Pace Car situations 
 
 
 

8.4. Bentley 2016 8 levels 
 

 1-4 dry maps. 

 1 fastest high fuel consumption 

 2&3 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption 2 different throttle maps 

 4 slowest, less fuel consumption, same throttle map as level 3 
 

 5-7 wet maps 

 5 fast map, normal fuel consumption with slightly wet throttle map 

 6&7 a bit slower map with less fuel consumption and 2 different wet 
throttle maps 
 

 8 Pace Car very slow map and low consumption for Pace Car situations 
 



 
 

8.5. Bentley 2018 8 levels 
 

 1-4 dry maps. 

 1 fastest high fuel consumption 

 2&3 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption 2 different throttle maps 

 4 slowest, less fuel consumption, same throttle map as level 3 
 

 5-7 wet maps 

 5 fast map, normal fuel consumption with slightly wet throttle map 

 6&7 a bit slower map with less fuel consumption and 2 different wet 
throttle maps 
 

 8 Pace Car very slow map and low consumption for Pace Car situations 
 
 
 

8.6. BMW M6 8 levels (no bugs, yes they are strange) 
 

 1-3 dry maps. 

 1 fastest very high fuel consumption, aggressive throttle map 

 2&3 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption, 1 linear throttle map, 1 
gradual throttle map 

 4 Reserve engineers map, don't use. Very low power 
 

 5 Pace Car Fuel consumption map. Low power, low consumption 
 

 6-8 wet maps 

 6 fastest high fuel consumption, wet throttle map 

 7&8 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption, 2 different wet throttle map 
 
 
 

8.7. Ferrari 488 GT3 12 levels 
 

 1-4 dry maps. 

 1 fastest normal fuel consumption 

 2 a bit slower, less fuel consumption 

 3 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption 

 4 slowest, lowest fuel consumption 
 

 5-8 wet maps 

 5 fastest normal fuel consumption, wet throttle map (less linear more 
gradual) 

 6 a bit slower, less fuel consumption, wet throttle map (less linear more 
gradual) 

 7 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption, wet throttle map (less linear 
more gradual) 

 8 slowest, lowest fuel consumption, wet throttle map (less linear more 
gradual) 
 



 9-12 Reserved and Pace Car levels very low power maps and low 
consumption for Pace Car situations 

 
 
 

8.8. Honda NSX GT3 & Honda NSX GT3 EVO 8 levels 
 

 1-4 dry maps. 

 1 full power, progressive throttle map 

 2 full power, linear throttle map 

 3 full power, aggressive throttle map 

 4 full power, very aggressive throttle map 
 

 5-7 wet maps 

 5 full power, progressive throttle map 

 6 full power, more progressive throttle map 

 7 less power and consumption, progressive throttle map 
 

 8 Pace Car very slow map and low consumption for Pace Car situations 
 
 
 

8.9. Lamborghini Gallardo REX 4 levels 
 

 1-4 dry maps. 

 1 fastest high fuel consumption 

 2 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption aggressive throttle map 

 3 identical to 2, progressive throttle map 

 4 slowest, less fuel consumption, same throttle map as level 3 
 
 
 

8.10. Lamborghini Huracan GT3 & Lamborghini Huracan GT3 EVO 
8 levels 

 
 1-4 dry maps. 

 1 fastest high fuel consumption 

 2&3 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption 2 different throttle maps 

 4 slowest, less fuel consumption, same throttle map as level 3 
 

 5-7 wet maps 

 5 fast map, normal fuel consumption with slightly wet throttle map 

 6&7 a bit slower map with less fuel consumption and 2 different wet 
throttle maps 
 

 8 Pace Car very slow map and low consumption for Pace Car situations 
 
 

8.11. Jaguar 6 levels 
 

 1-3 maps. 



 1 fastest very high fuel consumption, linear throttle map 

 2 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption, linear throttle map 

 3 slower, less fuel consumption, linear throttle map 
 

 4-6 wet maps. 

 4 fastest very high fuel consumption, wet gradual throttle map 

 5 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption, wet gradual throttle map 

 6 slower, less fuel consumption, wet gradual throttle map 
 
 
 

8.12. Nissan GT-R GT3 2016 & 2018 levels 
 

 1-4 maps. 

 1 fastest high fuel consumption, linear throttle map 

 2 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption, linear throttle map 

 3 slower, less fuel consumption, linear throttle map 

 4 fuel saving, linear throttle map 
 
 
 

8.13. Lexus RC F GT3 
 

 1-4 maps. 

 1 fastest high fuel consumption, linear throttle map 

 2 identical to 1, aggressive throttle map 

 3 identical to 1, progressive throttle map 

 4 fuel saving, wet throttle map 
 

 5 Pace Car very slow map and low consumption for Pace Car situations 
 
 
 

8.14. Mclaren 650S GT3 9 levels 
 

 1-4 dry maps. 

 1 fastest normal fuel consumption 

 2 a bit slower, less fuel consumption 

 3 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption 

 4 slowest, lowest fuel consumption 
 

 5-8 wet maps 

 5 fastest normal fuel consumption, wet throttle map 

 6 a bit slower, less fuel consumption, wet throttle map 

 7 a bit slower, normal fuel consumption, wet throttle map 

 8 slowest, lowest fuel consumption, wet throttle map 
 

 9 Reserved and Pace Car level very low power maps and low consumption 
for Pace Car situations 

 
 
 



8.15. Mclaren 720S GT3 12 levels 
 

 1-6 dry maps. 

 1 Qualifying fastest, aggressive throttle map, high fuel consumption 

 2 Race1 a bit slower, linear throttle, normal fuel consumption, 

 3 Race2 a bit slower, progressive throttle map, a bit less fuel 
consumption 

 4 Race 1 Fuel save map, less power, linear throttle map, low fuel 
consumption 

 5 Race 2 Fuel save map, even less power, linear throttle map, even 
lower fuel consumption 

 6 Race 3 Fuel save map, lowest power, linear throttle map, lowest fuel 
consumption 
 

 7 High Temp very low power and very high consumption, to cool off engine 
for emergency situations 

 
 8-9 damp conditions maps 

 8 Damp Qualifying, progressive throttle map, high fuel consumption 

 9 Damp Race Fuel save map, less power, progressive throttle map, low 
fuel consumption 
 

 10-12 Wet conditions maps 

 10 Wet Qualifying, wet throttle map, high fuel consumption 

 11 Wet Race1 a bit slower, wet throttle map, normal fuel consumption, 

 12 Wet Race2 a bit slower, wet throttle map, normal fuel consumption 
 
 
 

8.16. Mercedes AMG GT3 
 

 1-3 maps. 

 1 fastest high fuel consumption, linear throttle map 

 2 a bit slower normal fuel consumption, linear throttle map 

 3 slow, low fuel consumption, linear throttle map 
 
 
 

8.17. Porsche 991 GT3-R & Porsche 991ii GT3-R (EVO)  
 

 1-9 maps. 

 1 normal power&consumption least progressive throttle map 

 2 normal power&consumption progressive throttle map 

 3 normal power&consumption aggressive throttle map 

 4 normal power&consumption linear throttle map 

 5 Qual power, high consumption, least progressive throttle map 

 6 Qual power, high consumption, progressive throttle map 

 7 Qual power, high consumption, aggressive throttle map 

 8 Qual power, high consumption, linear throttle map 

 9 Low power, low consumption, progressive throttle map 
 

 10 Pace Car very slow map and low consumption for Pace Car situations 



 

 
8. Conclusion 
 

That’s it! That’s about all what we can setup in Assetto Corsa Competizione. At 
this stage, you’ll probably have found a setup that suits you well and surely 
improved your lap time. 

 
 

 
 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 


